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Joint source-channel turbo techniques have recently been explored a lot in literature as one promising possibility to lower the
end-to-end distortion, with fixed length codes, variable length codes, and (quasi) arithmetic codes. Still, many issues remain to
be clarified before production use. This short contribution clarifies very concisely several issues that arise with EXIT charts and
nonuniform binary sources (a nonuniform binary source can be the result of a nonbinary source followed by a binary source code).
We propose two histogram-based methods to estimate the charts and discuss their equivalence. The first one is a mathematical
generalization of the original EXIT charts to nonuniform bits. The second one uses a random bit flipping to make the bits virtually
uniform and has two interesting advantages: (1) it handles straightforwardly outer codes with an entropy varying with the bit
position, and (2) it provides a chart for the inner code that is independent of the outer code.
Copyright © 2009 X. Jaspar and L. Vandendorpe. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
1. Introduction
Consider the generic system in Figure 1. It involves a serial
concatenation at the transmitter and a joint source-channel
serial turbo decoder [1, 2] at the receiver and is suﬃciently
general to describe several issues that arise with EXIT charts
[3] when the bits U: are not uniform.
Let us consider that the outer component in Figure 1 is
a discrete source of symbols followed by a source code that
produces a sequence of Nbiased or nonuniform bits U1:N or
U:. After random interleaving by Π, the inner component
is a channel code that produces a sequence of coded bits
R: which are sent across the channel. We assume that the
channel code is linear and the channel is binary, symmetric,
memoryless, and time invariant. At the receiver, an iterative
decoder is used, based on two decoders, one for each code.
They exchange log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) iteratively, in a
typical joint source-channel serial configuration [1, 2]. In the
following, let LsO,: be the output LLRs of the (outer) source
decoder, let LcO,: be the deinterleaved output LLRs of the
(inner) channel decoder, and let LcI ,: = LsO,: and LsI ,: = LcO,:
be the corresponding input LLRs.
To assess the convergence of this iterative decoder, the
EXIT charts introduced in [3] can be used when the bits
are uniform. Unfortunately, when the bits are not uniform,
a naive application of the EXIT charts that would neglect
the bias might lead to inaccuracy issues. A few contributions
already paid attention to some of these issues, notably [2, 4,
5]. This paper attempts to clarify them all.
This short paper presents concisely two simple
histogram-based techniques in Section 2 to estimate
the EXIT charts when the bits are not uniform and discusses
in Section 3 the (dis)advantages of each. The first technique
is based on the system in Figure 1 and is a generalization
of [5]; the second one is based on the system in Figure 2
where a random bit flipping is introduced. These techniques
are shown to lead to diﬀerent but equivalent charts under
some assumptions. At last, we show that the well-known
technique in [6], though historically developed for uniform
bits, provides “correct” EXIT charts with nonuniform bits,
which is an interesting conclusion for readers familiar
with this technique. Please note that, this paper relates
only to histogram-based computations of EXIT charts but
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Figure 1: Generic joint source-channel turbo system.
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Figure 2: Equivalent system with a random bit flipping,
Uk ,U ′k ,Fk ∈ {+1,−1}. As in Figure 1, we define L′sI ,: = L′cO,: and
L′sO,: = L′cI ,:.
the presented ideas and concepts are compatible with the
analytical computation proposed in [7].
In the remainder, random variables are written with
capital letters and realizations with small letters. P(z) is the
abbreviation of the probability P(Z = z). The subsequence
(Zm,Zm+1, . . . ,Zn) is written Zm:n or Z: when m,n can be
omitted. I{a} is the indicator function, that is, I{a} equals 1
if a is true, 0 otherwise. E{Z} is the expectation of Z. I(Y ;Z)
is the mutual information between Y and Z. H(Z) = I(Z;Z)
is the entropy of Z. Hb(p) is the binary entropy function, that
is, Hb(p) = −p log2(p)− (1− p)log2(1− p).
2. Computation of the EXIT Charts
The main results of this section are summarized in Table 1.
For clarity, the first method of computation, which is based
on biased bits, is given the name BEXIT while the second one,
which is based on flipped bits, is called FEXIT. For the sake
of conciseness, some familiarity with [3] is assumed.
2.1. Assumptions, Notations, and Consistency. We assume
that the channel code is linear and the channel is binary,
symmetric, memoryless, and time invariant. Besides, we
assume that the channel and source decoders, taken apart,
are optimal. Specifically, let Rck = (Y:,LcI ,1:k−1,LcI ,k+1:N ) and
Rsk = (LsI ,1:k−1,LsI ,k+1:N ), and assume that the elements in Rck
and in Rsk are independent, then the output LLRs on Uk of



























Rsk | Uk = −1
) + LU ,k,
(2)
where the source bias LU ,k is defined as
LU ,k  log
P(Uk = +1)
P(Uk = −1) , with 0 < P(Uk = +1) < 1. (3)
Note that in the flipped case in Section 2.3, L′U ,k = 0. Note
also generalizing the results below to P(Uk = +1) ∈ {0, 1}
(e.g., in the case of pilot bits) is straightforward by taking the
limit of |LU ,k| toward infinity where appropriate.
To avoid any confusion, here are some further consider-
ations. Firstly, we prefer not to use the term “extrinsic” for
the LLRs LcO,k and L
s
O,k because this term is used diﬀerently
by authors in literature. Some authors consider these LcO,k
and LsO,k in (1)-(2) as extrinsic; others consider L
c
O,k (with
Yk excluded in the case of a systematic channel code) and
LsO,k − LU ,k as extrinsic. Secondly, we consider a typical
serial concatenation where only the (inner) channel decoder
has access to the channel values. It must therefore share
this piece of information with the source decoder through
LcO,k. This is why L
c
O,k in (1) depends on all channel values
Y: through Rck (even if the channel code is systematic).
Similarly, only the (outer) source decoder “knows” the source
a priori probabilities. This is why, to share it with the channel
decoder, the source bias LU ,k is included in LsO,k in (2).
Definition 1 (P-consistency and L-consistency). Lp is
posterior- consistent or P-consistent with U if
p(LP = l,U = +1) = el p(LP = l,U = −1). (4)
LL is likelihood-consistent or L-consistent with U if
p(LL = l | U = +1) = el p(LL = l | U = −1). (5)
Note that if LL is L-consistent, then LL + LU is P-consistent.
Proposition 1. The output LLR of the channel decoder, LcO,k
in (1), is L-consistent with Uk. The output LLR of the source
decoder, LsO,k in (2), is P-consistent with Uk.
Proof. It follows from (1)-(2) and integration of p(Rck | uk)
and p(Rsk | uk).
Note that when the symmetry condition p(L = −l | U =
+1) = p(L = l | U = −1) is satisfied, the consistency in
[4, 6] and the L-consistency (5) are equivalent.
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Table 1: Summary of the two Monte-Carlo methods.
BEXIT charts: with biased bits, Figure 1 FEXIT charts: with flipped bits, Figure 2
Generation of the
input LLRs
Given a value of II , μL = J−1LU (II) and NL ∼
N (0, 2μL),
For both channel and source codes, given
a value of I ′I , μ
′
L = J−10 (I ′I ) and
N ′L ∼ N (0, 2μ′L),
(I) LsI = μLU + NL, (III) L′I = μ
′
LU
′ + N ′L.
(II) LcI = μLU + NL + LU , Note, L′U = 0.







If LsO is P-consistent and L
c
O is L-consistent, we
have
If L′O is consistent, we have for both
channel and source codes
(IV) IsO = HU − E{log2(1 + e−UL
s
O )}, (VIII) I ′O = 1− E{log2(1 + e−U′L
′
O )},
(V) = HU − E{Hb(1/1 + eLsO )}, (IX) = 1− E{Hb(1/1 + eL′O )}.
(VI) IcO = HU − E{log2(1 + e−U(LU+L
c
O))}, Under some ergodic assumption, these
(VII) = HU − E{Hb(1/1 + eLU+LcO )}. expectations can be approached by timeaverages as in [6].
Under some ergodic assumption, these expecta-
tions can be approached by time averages as in [6].




Let II ,sO,c be I
s
I = IcO, I ′I ,sO,c be I ′sI = I ′cO , II ,cO,s be IcI = IsO, I ′I ,cO,s be I ′cI = I ′sO , then:
(X) II ,sO,c ≈ JLU (J−10 (I ′I ,sO,c )) ←→ I ′I ,sO,c ≈ J0(J−1LU (II ,sO,c)).
(XI) II ,cO,s = I ′I ,cO,s − (1−HU) ←→ I ′I ,cO,s = II ,cO,s + (1−HU).
Let us assume that LU = LU ,k is independent of k; that is,
the bits Uk have the same entropy HU = HU ,k  Hb(P(Uk =
+1)) independently of k. Let us then measure the input and







I(Uk;Lk) ∈ [0,HU], (6)















As in [3], we will compute the charts IcO = Tc(IcI ) and
IsO = Ts(IsI ) by feeding the decoders with input LLRs and
by measuring the level of output information.
Remark 1. The channel (resp., source) decoder will be fed
with input LLRs that are independent, P-consistent (resp., L-
consistent, in agreement with Proposition 1), and Gaussian.
Proposition 2. Let LU be equal to 0 if L is P-consistent withU ,
and let it be equal to LU if L is L-consistent. Then
P(U = u | L = l) = 1
1 + e−u(LU+l)
. (7)
Proof. It follows from (4)-(5) and from P(U = +1 | L =
l) + P(U = −1 | L = l) = 1.
2.2. BEXIT Charts, Figure 1: Biased Bits. We can compute
the BEXIT charts of the system in Figure 1 by analytical
generalization of the original EXIT charts [3].
(1) Generating the input LLRs. Let us consider a sequence of
bits U: generated by the source coder and let us focus on one
of these bits, namely, U . Given a value II = IsI , the input
LLR LsI on U is generated as in (I) in Table 1, where NL is
a centered Gaussian random variable of variance 2μL and the






















This LsI in (I), Table 1, is L-consistent, in agreement with
Remark 1.
For the channel decoder, given a value II = IcI , the input
LLR LcI on U is generated as in (II), Table 1. Compared to
(I), Table 1, the constant term LU is necessary to make LcI P-
consistent.
(2) Measuring the output information. Let us consider the
whole sequence of bits U: and the corresponding output
LLRs LO,:. For both decoders, we can measure the output














This expression can be evaluated by approaching P(Uk |
LO,k) with histogram measurements as in [3].
Assuming consistent LLRs makes things simpler. We can
indeed simplify (6) and (9) into (IV) and (VI) , Table 1, by
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where P(U = u | LsO) is given in (7). Similarly, we can
simplify (VI) into (VII), Table 1. Note that (IV), Table 1, is
equivalent to [5, equation (4)] and is an extension of [6,
equation (4)].
2.3. FEXIT Charts, Figure 2: Flipped Bits. Let us now consider
the system in Figure 2. To make the bit stream uniform, we
have introduced a random bit flipping before the interleaver
Π, that is, U ′k = UkFk for all k, where the Fk ∈ {+1,−1}
are independent and uniformly distributed. At the receiver,
the corresponding LLRs are flipped accordingly. By linearity
of the channel code and symmetry of the channel, the
flipped system in Figure 2 is equivalent to the original system
in Figure 1. Consequently, the EXIT charts of the flipped
system, namely, FEXIT charts, can be used to characterize the
original system. For clarity, all symbols related to the flipped
system use a prime (′) notation.
With FEXIT charts, we are interested in the exchange
of information about U
′
: between the channel decoder and
the flipped source decoder in Figure 2. Since the bits U
′
k
are uniform, we can use the results obtained so far with
L
′
U = 0 and H
′
U = 1 (see Table 1). This is equivalent to [3];
in particular, the function J0(·) = JLU=0(·) is related to the
function J(·) in [3] with J0(μ′) = J(√2μ′).
3. Transformations, Equivalence,
and Discussion
3.1. Transformations and Equivalence. The BEXIT and
FEXIT charts are equivalent under the assumptions of
Section 2.1, up to the approximation (X), Table 1. Indeed,
under these assumptions, transformations to obtain the
FEXIT chart from the BEXIT chart, and vice versa, are given
in (X) and (XI) and Table 1. To prove (X) and Table 1, let
us consider LsI given in (I), Table 1, in the biased case. If we
apply the flipping F on LsI , we get L
′s
I = LsIF = μLUF +NLF =
μLU ′ + NLF, and it is self-evident that this L′sI is equivalent
to (III), Table 1, if μL = μ′L, that is, if J−1LU (IsI ) = J−10 (I′sI ),
which proves (XI), Table 1, for consistent Gaussian LLRs. For
consistent non-Gaussian LLRs, we can invoke the empirical
robustness of EXIT charts with respect to the statistical
model of the LLRs and assume that (X), Table 1, is a suﬃcient
approximation, hence the approximation symbol “≈”. To
prove (XI), Table 1, we use the following equalities:

















= I′sO − 1, by (VIII) (13)
where (12) comes from U ′L′sO = (UF)(LsOF) = ULsO.
3.2. Simulation Results. To illustrate the equivalence, let us
compute the charts of the following (nonoptimized) system.
The outer component in Figure 1 is a memoryless source of
3 symbols with probabilities 0.85, 0.14, and 0.01, transcoded,
respectively, by the variable length codewords (+1), (−1,−1),
(−1, +1,−1), leading to P(U = +1) = 0.741 and HU =
0.825. The channel code is a rate −(1/2) recursive systematic
convolutional code with forward generator 358 (in octal) and
feedback generator 238. The channel is an additive white
Gaussian noise channel with binary phase-shift keying and
Eb/N0 = 1.4 dB—Eb is the energy per bit of entropy and N0/2
the double-sided noise spectral density. Note that the source
decoder is based on the BCJR algorithm [8] on Balakirsky’s
bit-trellis [9].
The BEXIT and FEXIT charts of the system are given in
Figures 3 and 4. The solid lines show the charts obtained
with the methods described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The
data points show the BEXIT and FEXIT charts obtained by
applying the transformations (X)-(XI), Table 1, respectively,
on the FEXIT and BEXIT charts given in solid lines. The good
match between the data points and the solid lines illustrates
the equivalence between FEXIT and BEXIT charts. All system
configurations we have tested confirm this equivalence, at
least in the tested range P(U = +1) ∈ [0.05, 0.95].
Finally, when we neglect the bias and apply blindly the
original method of [3]—generating the input LLRs with [3,
equation (9)] and [3, equation (18)] and measuring the
output information with [3, equation (19)]—, we obtain
actually the FEXIT chart of the channel decoder for the
channel decoder and the dashed line in Figure 4 for the
source decoder. As we can see, these charts intersect each
other and give a prediction of convergence that is too
pessimistic.
3.3. Discussion. In terms of (dis)advantages of each method,
FEXIT charts, unlike BEXIT charts, are limited to linear
channel codes and symmetric channels. Nevertheless, when
the channel code is linear and the channel symmetric, FEXIT
charts have at least two benefits. Firstly, the FEXIT chart of
the (inner) channel code is independent of the (outer) source
code; so we do not need to recompute it when the source code
changes. By contrast, we need to recompute the BEXIT chart
of the channel code when LU changes since it depends on LU
(see (II), (VI), and (VII) in Table 1). Secondly, FEXIT charts
can handle very easily (outer) source codes with an entropy
HU ,k that depends on k—recall that we have assumed that
LU ,k, therefore HU ,k, is independent of k in Section 2.1—,
simply because the random bit flipping makes the entropy
EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing 5
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Figure 3: BEXIT charts of the system described in Section 3.1.
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EXIT chart VLC, bias neglected
Figure 4: FEXIT charts of the system described in Section 3.1.
equal to 1 for all k. On the contrary, no method to handle
them with BEXIT charts is known to the authors. Note that
a varying HU ,k is not uncommon in practice: fixed length
codes, variable length codes with periodic bit-clock trellises,
mixture of such codes, and so forth.
At last, among related contributions in literature, the
well-known technique in [6] is of particular interest. Though
historically developed for uniform bits, this technique gives
without bit flipping a correct prediction of convergence when
the channel code is linear and the channel is symmetric. It
computes indeed [6, equation (5)] the output information
as (with some mathematical rewriting)







Since U ′L′ = (UF)(LF) = UL, it is equivalent to (VIII),
Table 1, and thus to the FEXIT charts presented in this paper.
4. Conclusion
Two methods have been presented to handle nonuniform
bits in the computation of EXIT charts. Though proved
to be equivalent for the prediction of convergence under
certain assumptions, they have diﬀerent pros and cons. For
example, the FEXIT method is restricted to linear inner
codes and symmetric channels while the BEXIT method is
not. But the FEXIT method handles very easily a mixture
of bits having diﬀerent entropies and oﬀers a chart for the
inner channel decoder (of a serial concatenation) that is
independent of the outer source code, unlike the BEXIT
method, which simplifies greatly subsequent optimizations
of the concatenated code. In practice, both methods are
therefore complementary and help to analyze joint source-
channel turbo systems via EXIT charts.
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